What we offer?
- Four-week-training in IT-law:
  18th July - 12th August 2011
- Challenging curriculum at a Europe-wide recognised university institute
- Classes in English in the heart of northern Germany
- Exciting framework programme with trips and leisure activities

Are you ...
- A law student having finished your 2nd year, wanting to acquire knowledge in IT-law?
- A graduate in law, wanting to improve your chances on the job market by specialising in IT-law?
- A PhD-candidate, wanting to broaden your knowledge in your field of research, to find discussion partners and to use our specialist library for your research?

IT will be fun!

www.ITwillbefun.eu
Leibniz Universität Hannover
Surrounded by Hanover’s largest park, the main building of Leibniz Universität Hannover is located in a 19th century sandstone castle. It is the place of studying, research and, of course, life, for more than 21,000 students. The nine faculties cover the fields of natural sciences, engineering, the humanities and social sciences as well as law and economics and make Leibniz Universität Hannover one of the largest higher education institutions in Lower Saxony.

IN SITU
IN SITU, the International Summer School in IT-Law at Leibniz Universität Hannover, offers you an excellent opportunity to acquire knowledge in information technology law, a modern field of law, which is strongly influenced by European and international law. The Summer School’s classes are taught in English by highly qualified lecturers. They cover the areas of data protection, e-commerce and intellectual property law, as well as insights into various specific topics such as bio technology law.

All classes take place in the IRI’s seminar room, which enables the IN SITU-participants to take part in the daily life and work at the IRI and gets them into close contact with the staff. The possibility to use the IRI’s library enhances the positive studying and working atmosphere. The curriculum is accompanied by an attractive leisure programme with various activities and excursions in and around the “green city” of Hannover and weekend trips to Hamburg and Berlin.

IN SITU 2010:
18th July - 12th August 2011
Apply by 15th May 2011!

Cost and fee: 1400€
This includes accommodation, trips to Hamburg and Berlin, entrance fees, lunch etc.

For details and the application form please visit: www.ITwillbefun.eu

INSTITUTE FOR LEGAL INFORMATICS
The Institute for Legal Informatics (IRI) is part of Leibniz Universität Hannover’s faculty of law. The IRI was established in 1983 as the first academic institution specialising in IT-Law in Germany. It is providing research and education in information technology law, covering the full spectrum of this discipline from data protection law and legal aspects of electronic commerce to questions of intellectual property (copyright, trademark, patent law) and the legal theoretical issues raised by information technology. As these topics are international by their very nature, the IRI is part of a network of institutions from all over the European Union, co-operating in areas such as research projects, conferences and student exchange.

HANNOVER
The city of Hannover, capital of the Bundesland of Lower Saxony, is located in the heart of northern Germany. Hannover is often called the “green city” because a forest and various parks are stretching all over the city, and the Maschsee, a huge lake, is located near the city centre. These are popular leisure and sporting areas. Hannover’s modern city centre is a good place for shopping tours and the old town of Hannover with its half-timbered houses is a lovely place to spend a free afternoon in a street café or a night out in one of the numerous pubs. Being a city of half a million inhabitants, Hannover offers an excellent nightlife with locations to suit every taste. The cultural diversity also features traditional institutions such as a multitude of different theatres and museums, not to forget such unique establishments as the Jazz-Club, famous on both sides of the Atlantic since the late 1970s.

Contact details:
Institut für Rechtsinformatik, Juristische Fakultät
Leibniz Universität Hannover
Königsworther Platz 1
D-30167 Hannover
Tel.: +49 (511) 762-8161
Fax: +49 (511) 762-8290
Mailto insitu@iri.uni-hannover.de